There are many offline metrics that can be used as a reference for evaluation and optimization of the performance of recommender systems. Hybrid recommendation approaches are commonly used to improve some of those metrics by combining different systems. In this work we focus on music recommendation and propose a new way to improve recommendations, with respect to a desired metric of choice, by combining multiple systems for each user individually based on their expected performance. Essentially, our approach consists in predicting an expected error that each system will produce for each user based on their previous activity. To this end, we propose to train regression models for different metrics predicting the performance of each system based on a number of features characterizing previous user behavior in the system. We then use different fusion strategies to combine recommendations generated by each system. Following this approach one can optimize the final hybrid system with respect to the desired metric of choice. As a proof of concept, we conduct experiments combining two recommendation systems, a Matrix Factorization model and a popularity-based recommender. We use the data provided by Melon, a Korean music streaming service, to train and evaluate the performance of the systems.
INTRODUCTION
Music recommendation is a popular research topic within the music information retrieval (MIR) community. Collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the common solutions to this problem [4] . Many existing CF approaches to music recommendation are neighborhood-based, computing similarity between users or items [1, 4, 17, 21] . Alternatively, there were proposed model-based algorithms, in particular latent factor models based on matrix factorization techniques [10, 11] . In such models, users and items are simultaneously represented as feature vectors in a latent feature space learned from the useritem preference data. These methods are among the most used in recommender systems [10] and they have been applied to music domain with a mixed success [9, 12, 13, 23] . Existing research lacks further evaluations of such approaches for music recommendation, comparing the performance with multiple metrics at the same time, especially in the case of using implicit user preference information such as listening statistics for artists or songs.
The intrinsic problem of using implicit preference data is that, in contrast to explicit user ratings, it does not necessarily indicate relevance of consumed items and it lacks negative feedback. As a possible solution there have been proposed matrix factorization approaches specifically designed for implicit feedback, treating it as indication of preference associated with varying confidence levels [8, 14] . Nevertheless, there is a lack of music studies validating and improving such approaches for the case of music recommendation. Instead, some MIR studies still use matrix factorization algorithms designed for explicit ratings data with implicit listening behavior information (song or artist playcounts) as an input [4, 18, 22] .
Regarding evaluation methodologies, many studies typically consider only a limited number of performance metrics, for example, optimizing their systems to the overall MAP [12] , or even RMSE [5, 18, 22] (even though it is already studied that there is no direct equivalence between error metrics and precision metrics [3] ). Thus, there is a lack of music studies with a larger variety of metrics and per-user analysis of performance of different systems in offline evaluations. Also, we can assume that various recommender systems may performs better or worse for different users and therefore it may be possible to select the best performing system for each user individually.
In this study we focus on addressing some of the above-mentioned research possibilities. We propose a new way to optimize the final recommendations by combining multiple systems based on predicting the error that will present each system for each user. To predict the error we train regression models for a specific metric based on previous activity of the users.
As a proof of concept, we conduct a systematic evaluation using a variety of performance metrics on the example of two systems. One system is based on matrix factorization algorithms for collaborative filtering: the SVD algorithms for implicit data [8] ; the other system is based on popularity of the tracks. In our experiments we use data provided by Melon, a Korean music streaming service with more than 3 million active users and a remarkably large popularity bias which makes it specially attractive for research in the context of the considered systems.
DATA
We collected the listening events during a 30 days period between mid-February and mid-March of 2018 for 200,000 randomly selected Melon users, summing up to a total of 211 million listening events. Each event has an associated user, song, and listening timestamp information. Using the metadata provided by Melon, for each song we collected artist, album, release year, duration, as well as tags from three different taxonomies covering genre, style, and "class" referring to an alternative genre taxonomy. The percentage of females and males among the selected users is 52% and 48% respectively. Their age range varied with 27% being between 20 and 25 years, 24% between 26 and 30, and 23% between 31 to 40.
One of the biggest challenges that this data offers is a strong popularity bias. Melon offers to its users a global top-100 chart of most listened songs updated multiple times a day. Approximately half of gathered listening events (52%) correspond to 111 artists, all of which occur in these charts with at least one song.
Due to high sparsity of user-song interactions we decided to focus on artist-level recommendation in our study. We extracted a user-artist playcount matrix from the listening events relying on the artist metadata of each song. The resulting data contains 23 million user-artist interactions covering approximately 126,000 different artists with a playcount matrix sparsity of 0.09%. In this matrix the mean playcount is 8.88 with a standard deviation of 93.05. We further reduced data sparsity removing artists with less then 30 listeners. The remaining data contains ≈24,000 artists with the 0.48% sparsity of the final playcount matrix. Figure 1 shows the distribution of popularity of different music classes on Melon in terms of average user playcounts and the number of available songs per class. It is clear to see that the users consume mostly K-pop music. "Pop" is the predominant class in the dataset also being the second most listened class. Genre metadata can be used to improve recommendations for new users and artists, but it may be infeasible in our case given a very strong bias towards K-pop.
Data split for experiments
Similarly to the Million Song Dataset challenge [12] , we use a random 10% subset of 20,000 users for evaluation of all systems. Their playcounts data was randomly split into an 85% visible part (referred as the Users-Test-Visible set), available for training systems and a 15% hidden part for testing (Users-Test-Hidden). For the rest of users, their entire playcount data is available for training (UsersTrain). Hybrid systems that we propose in Section 4 require some part of training data for estimation of expected performance of each component system, that is, their own test set. For those systems, another 20,000 users were randomly selected from the Users-Train set. Their entire playcounts data is denoted as Users-Reg, and it was randomly split into an 85% train Users-Reg-Train and 15% test parts Users-Reg-Test. 
EVALUATION OF BASELINES SYSTEMS 3.1 Baseline systems
Motivated by a high popularity bias in our data, we evaluate a common collaborative filtering systems based on matrix factorization and compare the performance to popularity-based recommendations. For our experiments we selected a SVD matrix factorization algorithm commonly used in music as well as in other domains. Our baseline systems for evaluation are:
• SVD-I: A faster modification of the SVD algorithm with alternative least squares optimization specifically suited for implicit feedback data. Proposed by Hu et al. [8] this algorithm is known as "implicit SVD" as it can be used in systems working with implicit data such as user listening behavior [25] . For this algorithm we used implementation from Implicit python library 1 with the following parameters: 20 factors, 0.1 regularization factor, 50 epochs, and BM25 weighting [16] for user playcounts, as suggested by the library's documentation for the case of listening behavior data.
• POP: a popularity baseline that returns a ranked list of artists in order of decreasing overall popularity across all users.
• RANDOM: a random baseline that returns a list of artists in random order.
Evaluation metrics
A variety of metrics can be used to measure performance of recommender systems and their choice should depend on a particular task at hand [6, 20] . In our study we consider a scenario of retrieval of ranked lists of artist recommendations. As we work only with implicit playcount information, we need to define relevance in terms of artist playcount values. A common assumption is that higher values are associated with a higher likelihood of preference. We consider two cases:
• REL1: an artist is considered relevant for a user if it has at least one user playcount. This definition is often used in existing studies [12, 15] .
• REL10: an artist is considered as relevant if it has at least 10 playcounts.
We employ the following ranking metrics [2] using these relevance definitions:
• Precision at 10: given a list of top 10 recommended artists, precision is defined as a fraction of recommended and relevant artists. We will refer to this metric as P 1 @10 and P 10 @10 for the case of REL1 and REL10 respectively.
• Recall at 10 and 500: recall is defined as a fraction of a total number of relevant artists being retrieved within top 10 and 500 recommended artists respectively. Similarly, we will refer to these metrics as R 1 @10 and R 10 @10, and R 1 @500 and R 10 @500.
• Mean average precision at 500 [12] : given a list of top 500 recommended artists, average precision is defined as the average of precision values at all ranks where relevant artists are found. Mean average precision is an average of these values across users. Again, we consider both MAP 1 @500 and MAP 10 @500 depending on the definition of relevance.
• Average percentile-rank [8] : given a complete ranked list of artists, this metric represents an average percentile position of relevant artists in the list. Lower values are desirable as they indicate ranking relevant artist closer to the top of the recommendation lists. We consider both Rank 1 and Rank 10 .
• Normalized discounted cumulative gain [20] : a measure of correlation between the artist ranking generated by a recommender system and the ground-truth ranking in order of decreasing user playcounts. Truncated at top 10 and 500 artist, we will refer to this measure as nDGG@10 and nDCG@500, respectively. For this metric there is no need to define a threshold of playcounts, because only considers the order between the elements recommended in comparison with the order of the elements in the ground truth.
In addition we consider two metrics to assess diversity of recommendations:
• Diversity (DIV ): Percentage of different artists among all top-500 recommendation lists for all users.
• Repetition (REP): Average number of users reached per artist recommendation among all artists in top-500 recommendation lists.
Training and testing data
Following the data split described in Section 2.1 we used User-Train and User-Test-Visible data subsets for training SVD-I baseline and for computing global popularity for POP. All baselines were evaluated on User-Test-Hidden data.
Results
The evaluation results are presented in Table 3a . We observe a consistently better overall performance of SVD-I compared to POP except for the Rank 10 metric. As expected, SVD-I produces much more diverse artist recommendations according to DIV and REP metrics. Still, per-user analysis of results suggest that using POP recommendations results in better relevance metrics for 4.6%-33.67% of the users depending on the metric. This observation reassures the existence of a high popularity bias in our dataset. It demonstrates that when optimizing relevance with no regard to diversity one may end up using a popularity-based system for a large part of the users of a system.
HYBRID SYSTEMS
In general we can assume that various recommender systems may performs better or worse for different users and therefore it may be possible to select the best performing system for each user individually. This decision can be done relying on an estimation of expected performance of each system for each user on a part of user data. Alternatively, ranked recommendation lists generated by various systems can be combined using simple rank fusion techniques with a weight for each system based on the estimated performance (better systems receive greater weights). To obtain such estimations, we decided to investigate the relationship between patterns of user listening behavior and performance metrics of recommender systems. We hypothesize that, at least for some systems, their performance will be similar for users with similar listening patterns. Related studies have suggested that incorporating such behavioral patterns may improve CF recommendation [7, 19, 22] .
User behavior features
We characterized listening behavior of Melon users by a number of features extracted from their listening history and studied how these features can be used to predict performance of recommender systems using linear regression models. Using the timestamp information we divided listening history of each user in sessions. For each user a session is defined as a set of songs listened sequentially with a time gap between the end of one and the start of the next song no longer than 15 minutes. Some of the user features are computed for each session and then summarized across sessions by mean and standard deviation while others are computed on the entire set of songs listened by a user. The session features include:
• Percentage of repeated artists, songs, albums, genres, style, class and year out of total number of songs listened in a session including duplicates.
• Exploratoryness [22] computed for a session.
• Percentage of songs listened completely and percentage skipped.
• Percentage of the session time that a user was inactive (not listening anything).
• Average song duration percentage actually listened in a session.
• Percentage of changes (or jumps) between artists, albums, genres, styles and classes between consecutive tracks.
• Average popularity percentile-rank of all artists listened in a session, this measure also considers artist listened multiple times in a session.
• Average artist mainstreamness [22] .
In turn, the features computed for the entire history of each user include:
• Percentage of repeated artists, songs, albums, genres, style, class and year.
• Distribution of the listened songs for each decade, class and genre.
• Percentage of listened songs from their total amount for each hour/weekday.
In our study these features are treated as an external data source. They are computed for all users from User-Train and User-Test from an extended dataset.
Hybrid systems based on regression models predicting performance of component systems
Having observed a notable performance of POP compared to SVD-I for a part of test users, we decided to take further advantage of both baselines by combining them into a number of hybrid systems.
In our hybrid systems, we propose to rely on linear regression models able to predict expected performance metrics for each component system (SVD-I and POP) given user behavior features. To this end, counterparts to SVD-I and POP are trained on a conjunction of User-Test and User-Train excluding User-Reg-Test which is used to estimate their performance. Thereby we ensure to use the maximum amount of information for training the counterpart systems in attempt to avoid a potential bias due to data size. Once the evaluation of their performance is done for each user in the Users-Reg set, linear regression models are trained to map behavior features of those users to the estimated values of ranking metrics. A separate regression model is created for each metric and counterpart system (24 models in total). Table 1 presents the obtained R-squared values for all regression models. As we can see, Rank 10 and Rank 1 were the most difficult metrics to predict. No correlation was found between user features and Rank 10 for both systems. For other metrics the models were able to explain from 23% to 59% of variability. The best results were obtained predicting MAP 1 @500, nDCG@500, R 1 @10, P 1 @10 and P 10 @10 (≥ 40% of explained variability). Table 1 : R-squared value for regression models predicting system performance using user behavior features.
Based on the pre-trained regression models, the hybrid systems proceed with the following steps for generating recommendations:
(1) For each user, predict expected performance of each component system (SVD-I and POP) by regression models given the user's behavior features. (2) Based on the predicted metric values we considered two simple approaches:
• Select the best system for this user according to the considered metric (SELECT) and generate a ranked recommendation list.
• Apply a weighted ranking fusion [24] combining the ranked recommendation lists from both systems. The weights are defined either individually for each user (FUSE) or globally being averaged across all test users (FUSE-Avg). For each system (p for POP, s for SVD-I), depending on the metric that we want to optimize (m s ), we calculate the values of the weights as: 2
Then for each user (u) we use these weights to combine the rankings of each system (r u,s or r u,p ):
r u,h = r u,p * w p + r u,s * w s 2 In total, we consider 36 systems combining three methods for merging systems (SELECT, FUSE, FUSE-Avg) and optimization with respect to 12 ranking metrics. Table 3b presents evaluation results on the Users-Test-Hidden set. Overall, the best performance values are always achieved by hybrid methods, except for R 1 @500 and R 10 @500 for which no hybrid system could outperform the SVD-I baseline. Similarly, it was impossible to surpass the baselines in terms of Rank 10 , except for the SELECT systems optimized with respect to Rank metrics.
Evaluation results
Remarkably, FUSE-nDCG@500 achieved the majority of best metric values: it improves all ranking metrics to their best except for Ranks and recalls at 500, and it also provides a decent improvement in diversity compared to the baselines. We can conclude that it may be beneficial to prioritize the nDCG@500 metric when optimizing systems. Similarly, FUSE-MAP1@500 also performed very well: it achieved the best performance in terms of precision, MAP and R 1 @10 measures, and improved on the rest of the metrics except for recall and Rank 10 .
The results also suggest that ranking fusion systems have better performance than SELECT systems. There is not much difference in ranking metrics for FUSE personalized for each user individually and FUSE-Avg using the same weights for all users. However, these methods differ in diversity and repetition: personalized weights allow much greater diversity surpassing the baselines. This is a remarkable results since we combine collaborative filtering with very popular recommendations, exploiting the popularity bias, but also improving the diversity at the same time.
In Table 2 we show the percentage of users selected for each hybrid system from each baseline (SVD-I and POP). We can see that in some cases the percentage is similar for both systems or slighly higher in the case of SELECT-Rank1 for POP, but in most cases there is a clear superiority of SVD-I. Comparing these results with the values of the metrics in Table 3a it is clear that the POP has better performance in Rank1 and accordingly most users are selected to use this system. On the opposite, for R 1 @500 and R 10 @500 there is apparent large superiority of SVD-I, so is not possible to improve the recommendations for this metric in any of the hybrid system. Table 2 : Number of users for each selected baseline approach in SELECT hybrid systems.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study we first evaluated two baseline recommendation systems, one based on matrix factorization and another that produces recommendations based on popularity, using a variety of offline metrics for performance. For part of the users, popularity-based recommendations outperformed collaborative filtering, and therefore we proposed to combine both approaches together. Ranking-fusion hybrid systems with personalized weights for each user were able to improve on ranking metrics by exploiting popularity bias, but also improving the diversity of recommendations. We propose to compute such weights based on prediction of the expected performance of each component system. We showed that such prediction can be done by regression models individually for each user using her/his listening behavior patterns as an input. To this end, we considered a number of user behavior features some of which were previously suggested in related studies [18, 22] . In contrast to many studies, our evaluations were conducted on an extended set of performance metrics. We found that optimizing our ranking-fusion hybrid systems for nDCG@500 led to the best overall results surpassing the baselines on the majority of metrics. Also, our method allows to optimize the systems according to the desired metric in most of the cases.
For the future work we propose to study alternative rankingfusion or score-fusion methods. It is also challenging to estimate the importance of individual user behavior features and compare global features and session features for predicting system performance 3 as well as consider other user behavior features and demographic features [22] . Another research possibility is to evaluate robustness of regression models and study the effect of the size of listening behavior data on the quality of predictions. 
